
the customer
The arriVa condominium project is a luxury residential development in downtown 
Calgary, Alberta.  ArriVa’s soaring glass towers occupy a full city block and 
reach a height of 535 feet - the tallest residential towers in Alberta.

the challenge
The project’s developer, Torode Residential Ltd., wanted to set a new standard 
for quality in construction, design, and lifestyle.  The goal of the arriVa towers 
was to exhibit signature sophistication and include a collection of features 
eclipsing anything available on the market.

the solution
From Snaidero kitchens to Miele appliances, quartz countertops, and Poltrona 
Frau furnishings, the arriVa project exemplifies quality and luxury.  

To extend the same level of sophistication and ambience into the elevators, the 
arriVa project incorporates elevator touchscreen systems from Touch-To-Go 
Technologies.  Installation and maintenance services for Tower 1 were provided 
by Fujitec Canada.  Tower 2 is currently under construction, scheduled for 
completion in 2010.

The elevator touchscreens exhibit a simple, contemporary aesthetic showing a 
crisp architectural rendering of the arriVa tower.  

When a floor is selected, its 
location within the building is 
highlighted, showing the position 
and relative height of the floor 
within the building.  

Instructional text on the screen 
reminds passengers that a 
security access card is required 
to access the residential floors, 
a helpful detail that could 
otherwise be overlooked and 
cause confusion. 

The touchscreen gives the 
elevators a distinctively clean 
and modern appearance that 
ties in well with the rest of the 
property.
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